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in addition to its in-depth
characterizations and the tangible sense
of plot advancement, the monkey king 2
is distinguished by its vivid visual style.
while the first film was probably most

memorable for its colorful, hyper-realistic
setpieces, monkey king 2 largely
preserves the scene setting and

characterizing in a variety of vibrant hues
and subtle, unobtrusive visual effects,

paying particular attention to its vividly
hued and angled backgrounds.

cinematographer and editor yin jie tsai,
who made the monkey king 1, both
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oversees the cinematography (and plays
a pivotal role in the editing as well) and is
a master of the color palette that cheangs

films are known for. but the film also
benefits from the visual polish of props
and set decoration designer daniel fus,

who not only creates vivid, three-
dimensional backdrops that contrast with
the ethereal and angelic landscapes, but

also has a knack for seamlessly
integrating key moments in the story with

his production design. if anything,
monkey king 2 is even more pleasing to
the eye and a delight to the ears than its
predecessor. though yen and kwok are at

their most compelling when theyre in
motion, monkey king 2 is a visual feast in

its own right with a gorgeous and
consistently engaging visual aesthetic

that, while never actually boring, is rarely
as lyrical as the first film. every monkey
king 2 shot sequence is a feast for the

eyes and ear. just when you think youve
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seen it all, the movie has a new trick up
its sleeve and the editing and

cinematography are so nimble they
manage to put you right there at the

action without ever stopping to explain it.
on the soundtrack, cheang maintains the
melodic, tonal, and rhythmic similarities
between the first monkey king and this

sequel and keeps the film anchored in its
character-driven story. the film is a little
less emotionally resonant than the first

but it still resonates with audiences and is
a must-see for fans of the first film and,
more importantly, for those who enjoy

hong kong action cinema.
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